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This presentation has been prepared by Park Lane (“Park Lane” or the “Company”) for the exclusive use of the party to whom Park Lane delivers this presentation (together with its 
subsidiaries and affiliates, the “Recipient”) using information provided by a client of Park Lane and other publicly available information. This presentation contains proprietary, 
non-public information regarding the Company.  Park Lane has not independently verified the information contained herein, nor does Park Lane make any representation or 
warranty, either express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this presentation, or any other information (whether 
communicated in written or oral form) transmitted to or made available to the Recipient. Any estimates or projections as to events that may occur in the future (including 
projections of revenue, expense, net income and stock performance) are based on information provided by the Company and other publicly available information as of the date of 
this presentation. There is no guarantee that any of these estimates or projections will be achieved. Actual results will vary from the projections and such variations may be 
material. Nothing contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation as to the past or future. Park Lane expressly disclaims any and all liability relating to 
or resulting from the use of this presentation.

This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial 
instruments. The Recipient should not construe the contents of this presentation as legal, tax, accounting or investment advice or a recommendation. The Recipient is urged to 
conduct an independent evaluation of the Company and should consult its own counsel, tax and financial advisors as to legal and related matters concerning any transaction 
described herein. This presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that the Recipient may require. No investment, divestment or other 
financial decisions or actions should be based solely on the information in this presentation. The Recipient should not rely on any information contained herein.

This presentation has been prepared on a confidential basis solely for the use and benefit of the Recipient. The Recipient agrees that the information contained herein and in all 
related and ancillary documents is not to be used for any other purpose, that such information is of a confidential nature and that Recipient will treat it in a confidential manner. 
Distribution of this presentation to any person other than the Recipient and those persons retained to advise the Recipient who agree to maintain the confidentiality of this 
material and be bound by the limitations outlined herein, is unauthorized without the prior consent of Park Lane. This material must not be copied, reproduced, distributed or 
passed to others at any time without the prior written consent of Park Lane. Park Lane offers securities through Stonehaven, LLC, a Member FINRA / SIPC. Regulatory 
disclosures: Disclaimers & Risks, Privacy Policy, and Form CRS. Park Lane www.prkln.com. FINRA Broker Check https://brokercheck.finra.org
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Greetings from Park Lane. We are excited to bring you the second 
installment of our 2022 newsletter, where our goal is to deliver useful data, 
valuable insights, and firm updates. Whether you’re a team executive or just 
interested in the sports business, you should find this information useful. 

For those new to Park Lane, we are a boutique investment bank specializing 
in financial advisory in sports, technology, media, and real estate. Given the 
unique nuances around sports finance, we believe our experience, network, 
and deep industry knowledge make us valued advisors in the space.

With league expansion being a big topic of conversation, this quarter’s 
newsletter looks at the ROI of expansion franchises in the Big 5 North 
American leagues (NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL, and MLS). 

How do leagues select expansion team owners? Which league’s expansion 
teams have the highest ROI? How long do expansion team owners hold the 
franchise? The following data will provide insight into these questions.

Enjoy and don’t hesitate to reach out if you’d like to continue the 
conversation.

-Edwin E. Draughan
Vice President
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Data Dive
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With COVID-related financial woes hopefully in the rear-view mirror, sports leagues have begun to explore potential league expansion to help offset 
lost revenues and signal growth to current and potential stakeholders. Of the Big 5 North American sports leagues, the NHL and MLS have most 

recently expanded with the Seattle Kraken (NHL, 2021) and the Charlotte FC (MLS, 2022), with MLS still considering further expansion. The 
commissioners of both the MLB and NBA have alluded to expansion soon to tap into underserved markets and spur league-wide growth. It’s even 

rumored that the NFL has had expansion discussions.  We’ve listed key considerations for leagues when exploring expansion:

Owner 
Leagues often value the quality and 

strategic benefit of expansion franchise 
owners above other considerations as it’s 

effectively a lifetime membership to one of 
the most exclusive clubs in the world

Expansion Fee 
Leagues need to balance the fee to ensure 

it’s high enough to appease current owners 
and approachable enough to encourage 

demand from prospective owners

Dilution of Talent
As leagues expand, the average talent level 
per team lessens; therefore, leagues need to 

ensure enough talent is available to 
maintain a competitive level of play

Market
Leagues would like to expand to markets 

that are accretive to national media rights, 
have an underserved fanbase, and 

infrastructure or potential infrastructure to 
support a franchise

• On the following slide, we highlight the key return metrics of Big 5 expansion franchises from the past 35 years that subsequently traded hands

• Key metrics include average expansion fee, average sale price upon exit, average CAGR (or ROI), number of transactions per league, and average hold period

• Only transactions where credible data were available were used to ensure accuracy

• The data does not include typical expansion start-up costs (venue, IP, etc.), distributions, or contributionsO
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Notes: Transaction data does not include start-up costs, contributions, distributions, or tax benefits received during 
the hold period. Average values may appear low because it is over the past 35 years and most of the expansion and 
transactions occurred earlier in that time period. Data sourced from publicly available and proprietary data.

Average Hold 
Period

# of 
Transactions

($$ in millions)
Big 5 Expansion Franchise Returns

Analysis of expansion teams that had a controlling stake sale in the past 35 years

Average CAGR: 10.15%
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Park Lane

Sports M&A Advisory

Our Sports M&A Advisory team 
delivers personally crafted 

solutions to those interested in 
owning and investing in sports 
leagues and teams—as well as 

mature sports companies.

Growth Stage Capital 
Raising

In Growth Stage Capital Raising, 
Park Lane acts as a hybrid 

investor-advisor, connecting 
leading venture capital firms and 
exciting growth-stage companies 
with difficult-to-reach pockets of 

capital. 

Third-Party Marketing

Park Lane’s Third-Party Marketing 
division brings financial expertise, 
in-depth industry knowledge, and 

an expansive network to advise 
clients with raising LP capital on a 
wide array of differentiated funds 

and vehicles. 

Secondary Investing & 
Advisory

Park Lane’s Secondary strategy 
utilizes our extensive network, 

researching capabilities and 
deal-making understanding to 

create liquidity by pairing supply 
with demand. 

Consulting

The Consulting Team leverages 
the firm’s shared experience,

expertise, and network to enable 
clients to meet their specific 

goals, from Strategic Consulting 
to Franchise Valuations.
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Thank You!

Edwin E. Draughan
Vice President

(562) 889-0444
edraughan@prkln.com

prkln.com
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